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Despite a somewhat slow start, it appears that this year’s
Spring planting season has gone about as smoothly as any
in recent memory. Let’s hope that leads to good yields
this Fall! The wheat crop throughout our region projects
to be highly variable. We hear reports of some greatlooking wheat and some wheat that looks pretty poor.
The combines will give us the final results soon enough!
We are very excited about adding a new member to the Ag Risk Solutions
team. You can learn more about Pat Kile on page five of this newsletter. Pat
will be working as an agent in southeast and south-central Nebraska. We
look forward to growing our business in this region and delivering the industry-leading service our clients have come to expect from us to a new area!
Congressional leaders in DC are still talking about getting a farm bill passed
this year. You can still consider me to be skeptical they will be able to get
this done, but I hope they can. Everyone expects the Farm Bill to be mostly
status quo and delivering a timely bill to farmers and ranchers would provide
valuable certainty for a nervous industry. It would also be great to see the
Farm Bill process return to its traditional place as a bipartisan effort, if that’s
still possible in our current political climate.
Best of luck to all of you for a bountiful wheat harvest and a favorable growing season!
Sincerely,

Mike Scherer - President, Ag Risk Solutions
mikescherer@ag-risk-solutions.com

IMPORTANT!

TIMELY CLAIMS

IMPORTANT!

As we have mentioned before, it is imperative that you notify us as soon
as you suspect you might have a claim. Whether it be a production loss,
revenue loss, replant claim or prevented planting claim. If we don’t receive timely notification it is very possible that your claim will be denied.
Please help us avoid this by notifying us as soon as you think you may
have a claim.
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POTENTIAL SPRING CROP ISSUES
Although Spring planting seems to have
gone pretty smoothly so far, we know
that can always change quickly. Below
are a few issues to watch out for this
Spring:
REPLANTING: Replanting is when you
plant a crop that doesn’t materialize due to weather and you end up replanting that ground to the same crop that was originally planted. An adjuster must inspect and release the ground before you destroy the original
crop. Contact your Ag Risk representative before you destroy any crops!
FAILED CROPS: A failed crop situation is when you’ve planted a crop that
doesn’t materialize or is destroyed by adverse weather and you decide to
plant the ground to a different (substitute) crop. Like replants, the ground
must be inspected and released by an adjuster before you destroy the original crop. Contact your Ag Risk representative before you destroy any
failed crops so we can help guide you through the process.
LATE PLANTING: Late planting is when you are delayed from planting a
crop until after the Final Plant Date. You lose some of your coverage for
each day after the Final Plant Date. Final plant dates can be found on our
website at: www.ag-risk-solutions.com/plantdates
PREVENTED PLANTING: If you do not have all your intended crops planted
by the Final Plant Date make sure to contact your Ag Risk Rep to review
your options. Your MPCI policy does contain coverage for being prevented
from planting. It can be a somewhat complicated process, depending on
the circumstances, but we can help guide you through it.
CHEMICAL DAMAGE: If you have any crops that sustain damage by chemical drift or other non-insured cause, contact your Ag Risk Rep immediately
to discuss your options. We now have choices that at least keep you from
having to report a low yield in your APH database in these situations.
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PASTURE, RANGELAND & FORAGE INSURANCE
Pasture, Rangeland & Forage Insurance (PRF) is a
product designed to insure hay and pasture
ground against a lack of precipitation. It is a
unique product in that it doesn’t use actual production off your grass acres to determine a claim,
but instead uses observed precipitation over a
period of time you choose. The country is mapped
out into Grids which are approximately 17 miles
N/S and 14 miles E/W in our area. Your grass acres will be insured based
whatever Grid they lie in. You choose in what months you want to insure
against a lack of precipitation and you must select at least four months. You
then select a coverage level between 70% and 90%. If the actual precipitation
for your Grid in the time interval you chose is less than your coverage level
multiplied by the average historical precipitation received in that time interval, you will receive an indemnity. The premiums for this product are over
50% subsidized by USDA. We have developed an analysis tool that allows you
to look at the past 50 years of claim performance for this product to help you
choose the best coverage options for your situation. The deadline to purchase
this coverage for 2019 is November 15, 2018. Please contact your Ag Risk Rep
if you think this coverage could be valuable for you!

ANNUAL FORAGE INSURANCE
Annual Forage Insurance is a product
very similar to PRF in that it uses Grids
and time intervals to insure against a
shortfall in observed precipitation. However, it is designed to cover annual crops
that are planted to be used for haying or
grazing. This product can even be used to protect cover crops that you plan to
hay, graze or chop for silage before planting the acreage to a grain crop. This
product is also subsidized over 50% by USDA. The deadline to purchase this
coverage for any annual forage crops that will be planted between 7/16/2018
and 7/15/2019 is July 15, 2018. Please contact your Ag Risk Rep if you think
this coverage could be valuable for you!
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WHEAT ISSUES
As we enter wheat harvest please consider the following potential issues:
CLAIMS: At the time of writing this, it
appears as though the Harvest Price
for wheat will end up higher than the
Base Price in 2018. This will not have
any effect on your trigger yield, but you
will be paid the higher Harvest Price for
any bushel you do not raise below your
trigger yield. As of May 29, the projected Harvest Price for Kansas wheat is
approximately $5.58 vs. the Base Price of $4.87. The winter wheat Harvest
Price for KS & OK will average through the month of June while the Harvest
Prices for MO & NE will be averaged during the month of July. Please stay
in contact with your Ag Risk rep as you progress through harvest to keep
us informed of the yields you are seeing.

QUALITY ISSUES: Once again, we are concerned we may find quality issues, such as vomitoxin, as we start delivering wheat to the elevator. Quality issues are always complicated as they relate to crop insurance and can
often be time sensitive. If you run into any issues when delivering to the
elevator, contact your Ag Risk rep immediately. Also, if you are concerned
about quality issues, especially vomitoxin, and you plan to put your wheat
into on-farm storage, make sure you have a discussion with your rep before you begin harvest!

PRODUCTION RECORDS: As you begin wheat harvest, whether you anticipate losses or not, please remember to keep accurate production records
off of each insurance unit. There are many ways you can do this to comply
with RMA rules including using yield monitoring systems on your combine.
Your Ag Risk rep can answer any questions you may have regarding this
issue.
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NEW AG RISK AGENT
We are very excited to announce the addition of a new
agent to the Ag Risk Solutions team! Pat Kile started
with us in April and will be working in the southeast
and south-central Nebraska region. Pat brings over 30
years experience in the Nebraska ag industry. He has
managed a co-op, spent around 11 years as a cattle genetics salesman, and most recently spent seven years
as a land manager. Pat, his wife and two sons live near Cortland, NE. Pat’s
experience in the industry combined with the resources of Ag Risk Solutions will deliver outstanding crop insurance consultation to ag producers in
southeast and south-central Nebraska. Contact Pat today at 402-746-4050
or patkile@ag-risk-solutions.com to learn how he can help your operation.

HAIL & WIND COVERAGE
Over the past several years we have
seen a significant increase in the
use of private hail & wind coverage
products by our clients to strengthen their risk management plans.
This trend has been driven by higher crop values, increased Enterprise
Unit coverage and very cheap hail
rates (especially in the eastern part of our region). As an independent agent
we can write hail & wind coverage with at least six different companies.
This allows us to find the best coverage and rates to meet your goals. Contact your Ag Risk Rep for quotes in your area.

E-NEWSLETTER
If you would like to begin receiving this newsletter via e-mail, please contact us at solutions@ag-risk-solutions.com.
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SPRING ACREAGE REPORTING
As you are hopefully aware, you must have your spring crop planted acres
reported to us by July 15th. We have multiple processes for doing this.
Most often we recommend you certify your acres to FSA and then provide
us with a copy of the report showing the acres you certified to them. We
have also had a lot of success over the last several years using client’s precision ag data to report their planted acres. Not only can this improve the
accuracy of the certified acres, but many times we are also able to save you
a significant amount of time at the FSA office by sending them a report
showing the crops planted in each field and the plant date. If you think this
might be a good solution for you, please contact your local Ag Risk Rep.

CHOPPING SILAGE
If you will be chopping any of your insured crops for silage, please contact
your Service Rep at least 10 days before you think you will begin chopping.

UPCOMING IMPORTANT DATES
June 15: Deadline to purchase wind coverage on corn for most
companies.
July 15: Deadline for reporting your spring crop planted acres and
plant dates for crop insurance. This is the deadline for reporting this
information to the Farm Service Agency office as well.

July 15: Deadline to apply for Annual Forage insurance.
September 30: Deadline for making adjustments to your wheat
MPCI coverage. This could include changing coverage levels, changing products, adding a new county or changing agents.
November 15: Deadline to apply for Pasture, Rangeland & Forage
insurance.
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Office - Atchison, KS - 913-367-4711
Tony Elizondo - Manhattan, KS - 785-410-7563
Mike Chartier - Hiawatha, KS - 913-370-0999
Jennifer Forant - Nortonville, KS - 785-217-3815
Mike Scherer - Atchison, KS - 913-426-2640
Kurt Schwarz - La Cygne, KS - 660-424-3422
Pat Kile - Cortland, NE - 402-746-4050
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